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LUX 2021 Resorts and Retreats Awards

Dutch Mirror Factory
Most Innovative
Hospitality Bathroom
Mirror Manufacturer
- Europe
When you’re looking for
the ultimate purveyors of
luxury, it’s important you
find fittings that reflect the
highest possible standards.
The team at Dutch Mirror
Factory knows this better than
most, having made a name
for themselves as suppliers
of innovative mirror products
at a price that takes people’s
breath away. We take a closer
look at the team following
their astounding success in
LUXlife’s Resort and Retreat
Awards 2021.
Based in the east of the Netherlands, Dutch
Mirror Factory has become a renowned
provider of mirrors that reflect the sort of top
quality that only European enterprises can
offer. Hotels, hostels, holiday parks and cruise
ships alike have been able to take advantage
of their incredible deals, with the unique
conditions of each country taken into account
and built into the very fabric of the design.
At Dutch Mirror Factory, companies can find
the perfect mirror, bespoke designed to suit
their specific needs. The team offers custommade mirrors and ‘private label’ collections to
the bathroom industry, wholesale, hospitality
and beauty sector, with everything from a
few units to large quantities that can be seen
across entire properties. With options for LED
lighting, infra-red, Bluetooth, radio or with a
clock, in frames that vary from round to oval,
square to rectangular. It’s little wonder that
Dutch Mirror Factory is in such high demand.
The components used throughout each mirror
are designed to be of the highest calibre. As
such, they are lead and copper-free, corrosion
resistant and entirely well suited for use in
the (best) hotels and bathrooms. To deliver
the mirror that is right for their extraordinary
array of clients, the Dutch Mirror Factory team
combines the height of design, the latest
technologies and a background of innovative
production to deliver mirrors in all shapes and
sizes.
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Few companies are capable of being quite so
flexible as the team of Dutch Mirror Factory.
They know that their customers each have a
wealth of different needs and requirements
and do their absolute best to meet and match
every single one. The team has standard
mirrors, available in both large and small
quantities, as well as an entire department
that focuses specifically on custom-made
collections. This department has opened up
the door to so many opportunities.
The custom-made part of the business has
only begun to increase over the last couple
of years. Fortunately, due to Dutch Mirror
Factory’s proactive part in the industry,
it has the tools, the experience and the
open mindset to not only anticipate, but to
effectively react to and keep up with the
changing nature of the market.
One of the challenges that the company
has faced more recently has been the
difficulty in finding the perfect materials that
form the heart of a Dutch Mirror Factory
mirror. Packaging materials, cardboard and
aluminium are all in high demand. Where
possible, the team has built up a stockpile for
use so that they can continue to provide their
customers with the high standard of delivery
that they have come to expect.
When it comes to providing these sort of
products, there’s none finer than Dutch Mirror
Factory. Their work sets the standard by
which the rest of the industry operates. It’s no
surprise that the team continues to be in such
high demand – a sure sign of their incredible
success.
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